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Abstract

With the rapid development of information technology, 
medical treatments are gradually transforming into 
digitalization and informatization. The diverse sources and 
scopes of the medical data are sensitive and significant. As 
important data assets, medical data are constantly being 
analyzed and mined. Because of the huge commercial 
value of medical data, the problems of privacy leakage 
exist in the centralized information system. They cannot 
adapt to complex medical environment. Most of the current 
authentication mechanisms use passwords for verification. 
It is not easy for users to remember all usernames and 
passwords. Based on these problems, we design single-sign-
on (called SSO) authentication (Password Single-Sign-On 
Authentication scheme, PSSOA) and blockchain (Improved 
Cross-Blockchain based Privacy-Preserving Date Sharing 
scheme, ICPDS) fusion schemes. Users are verified by 
multiple identity servers in this scheme. Then identity servers 
issue authentication tokens with threshold manners. The 
protected identity servers regularly update their master secret 
shares to defend against malicious adversaries.

Keywords: Blockchain, PSSOA, ICPDS, Medical data, 
Threshold

1  Introduction

Medical data are significant data assets. They can show 
the users’ personal health status. Current medical data are 
difficult to share among different organizations, which are 
hindrances for medical diagnoses. However, the exchange 
and sharing of information between different organizations 
can bring more value to medical data. In the future, there will 
be increasing needs for cross-regional and cross-institutional 
medical information sharing.

Electronic health records [1] are collections of 
information about medical activities. However, with the 
explosive growth of data, the risks of medical data leakage 
are constantly increasing [2-4]. Many hospital information 
systems have problems such as low security capability and 
substandard technical measures. When the hospital systems 
are attacked, private information will be leaked. Cloud 
computing platforms can provide powerful computing 

capabilities for medical data users. However, the services 
model of directly sharing data have brought a series of 
privacy security issues and data ownership issues.

As public decentralized distributed ledgers, blockchain 
[5] has the characteristics of multi-party maintenance and 
non-tampering [6]. It is beneficial to solve the privacy 
problems in the process of medical data sharing. Blockchain 
can effectively prevent data from being maliciously tampered 
with or abused by third parties and reselling. However, in the 
blockchain systems, the transparency of transaction records 
will significantly increase the risks of privacy leakage, such 
as analyzing transaction records to obtain user transaction 
rules [7]. There are no unified managers in the blockchain, 
and the adopted information transfer mechanisms and 
consensus mechanisms also bring new opportunities and 
challenges to privacy protection.

Based on blockchain technologies, we have proposed 
electronic health records based on cross-chain privacy-
preserving data sharing in my preliminary works [8]. The 
schemes are made up of two blockchains. In this scheme, 
we came up with the concept of cross-chain technology. 
Wanchain is a branch of cross-chain technologies. Wanchain 
was established as a fork of Ethereum. Compared with 
Ethereum, Wanchain supports private transactions and cross-
chain transactions, which is suitable for solving the current 
medical situation. However, in this scheme, we didn’t 
consider the problems of user identity registration, identity 
authentication and dynamic key management.

Password is a common user authentication method in 
mobile system [9]. This authentication methods provide a 
unique identity identification for users [10-11]. However, it 
is very difficult for users to enroll an ID in different service 
providers and know the username and password from 
memory. To improve this situation, service providers can 
authenticate users through identity servers. Users provide 
unique identity information to identity servers. After being 
authenticated, the users obtain an authentication token 
and use the token [12] to request services from the service 
providers. This method, known as password-based SSO 
authentication. With the basis of those technologies, we 
design a method of fusion of blockchain and password-based 
SSO authentication schemes.

While password-based SSO authentication has been 
well-received in the application world, critical security 
issues have also been raised against this scheme. Existing 
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researches mainly have the single point of failure problem. 
When the identity servers are destroyed, the adversaries can 
forge tokens without verification [13]. The users’ passwords 
could be leaked from compromised identity servers. The 
compromised passwords have significant commercial value 
to the adversaries. Because most users have a habit, for the 
convenience of self-remembering, the passwords set by users 
in different systems will have high similarity or the same 
situation. The adversaries can analyze the password habits 
of the users through the leaked passwords, so as to obtain 
the passwords of the users in different systems. Through the 
obtained passwords, malicious operations such as stealing, 
tampering and deleting the users’ private information are 
performed to seek greater benefits.

Recently, a password-based threshold SSO authentication 
which proposed in [14] to prevent permanent leakage 
of mobile users. Users are verified by multiple identity 
servers in this scheme. Identity servers update their master 
secret shares at regular intervals. The master secret shares 
whose number is the threshold are collected from different 
epoch by adversaries. It’s impossible to forge valid tokens. 
These solutions can avoid privacy leakage in user identity 
registration and authentication. The contributions of thesis 
are as follows:

Application scenarios are designed. The application 
scenarios are shown in Figure 1. Based on the double-
chain structure of scheme CPDS [8], we propose an 
improved CPDS called ICPDS. The schemes consist of three 
blockchains. The first blockchain is made up of hospitals 
(with cross-chain capability) and medical institutions or 
clinics affiliated with the hospital (without cross-chain 
capability). The second blockchain is made up of the 
hospitals’ internal nodes. The aim of this blockchain is to 
select honest and trustworthy cross-chain nodes. The third 
chain is Wanchain formed by the cross-chain nodes of each 
hospital. This blockchain is used to cross-chain operation.

To realize the security protection of user information 
registration, we need to design a protection scheme during 
the user registration stage. Inspired by [14], We incorporate 
password-based threshold SSO authentication schemes into 
the ICPDS. Users are verified by multiple identity servers in 
this scheme. Then identity servers issue authentication tokens 
with threshold manners. Protected identity servers regularly 
update their master secret shares to deter adversaries who can 
permanently destroy the master secret share.

Safety certificates are designed in the scheme. We prove 
that the schemes are safe by method of mathematical proof. 
Those schemes provide strong security for user registration. 
We also design an experiment. Experiments show that 
the schemes can resist various kinds of malicious attacks. 
We also conduct comprehensive performance analysis. 
The experimental results show that this scheme has great 
advantages in storage cost and so on.

The overall frameworks of the thesis are shown below. 
In Section 2, we list some of the current research results. We 
analyze those results. In view of the shortcomings of current 
research results, we raise questions and put forward solutions. 
In Section 3, we describe the design and implementation in 
detail. In Section 4, we design the experimental analysis of 
our proposed scheme, which shows the superiority of our 

scheme. In Section 5, we analyze the security of the scheme. 
Through mathematical proof and analysis of attack types, we 
prove that our schemes are safe. In Section 6, we summarize 
the scheme.

2  Related Works

2.1 Healthcare Blockchain
In recent years, blockchain technologies and medical 

fields have developed vigorously. Based on the characteristics 
of blockchain, it can deal with the problems of data storage 
and privacy protection in the medical field. Through 
blockchain technologies, medical data can be stored and 
shared among different entities [15].

In terms of data storage and access control. [16] first 
focused on thinking about blockchain technology. It 
introduces blockchain technology to address the feasibility 
of Electronic Medical Records. [17] proposed a new 
blockchain-based trust model. [18] analyzed the feasibility 
of applying blockchain technology to a storage scheme for 
medical data to protect patient privacy data. [19] designed 
a blockchain-based medical data privacy protection system 
DPS. [20] proposed the idea of using blockchain as a shared 
data access control management system. The schemes 
combine the multi-chain platform and the encrypted CP-ABE 
access control strategy [21] based on the ciphertext policy 
attribute to realize the proof of concept. But using blockchain 
technology offers more advantages.

In terms of addressing issues such as single points of 
failure and privacy breaches. A data sharing and access 
control framework proposed in [22]. [23-24] proposed two 
classes of attribute-based access control systems. However, 
the schemes are generally inefficient. [25] proposed a novel 
deep learning architecture named. The entropy theory is 
used to measure the uncertainty of direct trust values in 
[26]. [27] proposed a novel trust management scheme based 
on Dempster–Shafer evidence theory for malicious nodes 
detection.

In terms of data security sharing and privacy protection. 
Cryptographic algorithms or security models are often 
used to solve this problem [29-39]. After the emergence of 
blockchain, many scholars believe that this technology is a 
good solution to solve the problem [40-47]. [48] proposed 
a cross-blockchain based EHR Privacy-preserving scheme, 
which uses relay-chain to achieve secure access to EHR data 
when patients visit different hospitals. [49] proposed a new 
term for block cloud. Blockchain technologies are used to 
share medical data in a cloud environment. This approach 
addresses the challenges of how healthcare providers and 
organizers, public health agencies, healthcare providers, and 
governments need to collaborate and develop measures for 
policy implementation [50-55]. This solutions can effectively 
store and manage electronic medical data in the cloud 
environment, but the implementation cost of medical system 
is unknown.
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2.2 Password-based SSO Authentication
In the blockchain systems, the users need to register an 

account on the blockchain. During this process, we found 
that “how to ensure the privacy and security of blockchain 
accounts” is an urgent problem to be solved. Passwords 
are an important method we use in our daily life to keep 
our accounts safe. Recent years, the researches of domestic 
and foreign literature show that password-based SSO 
authentication is one of the most significant application 
methods in the mobile environment. As far as identity 
authentication technologies are concerned, there are many 
authentication methods currently, which mainly utilize other 
authentication factors [56-63].

In the current research schemes, in order to provide the 
security of identity authentication, [12] and [58] proposed 
security enhancement research from the aspects of identity 
authentication tokens and passwords. But these schemes 
still have problems. They can directly extract the user’s 
password information directly from the identity servers’ 
database. Most of these adversaries come from malicious 
workers of service providers. To solve this situation, one of 
the existing common methods is to generate and send tokens 

to multiple identity servers in  threshold manners [64-67]. 
In this way, the security of the tokens are guaranteed as long 
as adversaries compromise no more than identity servers 
whose number is the threshold. Integrating this schemes into 
password-based SSO authentication schemes also face the 
problem of password leakage [68]. In order to prevent the 
users’ passwords from being leaked, the traditional methods 
are that the identity server only stores the hash value of 
the password [69-70], rather than the full passwords. Use 
the hash value as a credential for user authentication. This 
methods guarantee that even if the hash values are leaked, 
the adversaries cannot recover the passwords. However, 
unique passwords are inherently low entropy. Adversaries 
can retrieve user passwords via dictionary guessing attacks 
(DGA) [71-72]. Adversaries can calculate the hashes of all 
candidate passwords and identify the hashes that match the 
target password.

To ensure the security of passwords and authentication 
tokens, [73] introduced a concept based on password-
threshold (PASTA) [74]. The generated tokens are distributed 
to multiple identity servers. The authentication credentials 
stored in each identity server are calculated from the server-

Figure 1. Application scenario
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derived password. During the authentication stage, the 
users first interact with the identity servers and obtain the 
passwords by retrieving the server-derived passwords. The 
interactions don’t reveal any information about passwords 
to the identity servers. Only if the users have the correct 
passwords, can they calculate a valid server-derived 
password. Then, the users calculate the corresponding 
credentials to authenticate. However, this methods are 
vulnerable to online password testing attacks and permanent 
compromise of the key share on the identity server. [14] 
proposed a secure and efficient password-based threshold 
single-symbol authentication scheme. The schemes can resist 
online password testing attacks, and can also resist long-term 
and permanent intrusion of certain identity servers. Based on 
those schemes, we decide to design fusion scheme to realize 
the secure management and storage of user identity and 
privacy information.

3  Design and Implementation

3.1 The Construction of Scheme ICPDS
This scheme ICPDS is a three-chain structure. The 

solutions consist of three blockchains. The first blockchain 
is made up of hospitals (with cross-chain capability) and 
medical institutions or clinics affiliated with the hospital 
(without cross-chain capability). Hospitals, medical 
institutions, and clinics store all user information. The main 

functions are to collect and store user information. Users 
register their personal information through the blockchain. 
The second blockchain is made up of the hospital’s internal 
nodes. The aim of this blockchain is to select honest and 
trustworthy cross-chain nodes. Nodes with cross-chain 
capabilities are spread across the hospitals’ blockchain 
network. The hospitals’ internal blockchain use POS 
consensus algorithm to select cross-chain nodes. The third 
blockchain is a multi-dimensional chain formed by the cross-
chain nodes of each hospital. The blockchain is mainly used 
for cross-chain transactions of users’ information. When the 
users have the need of cross-hospital treatment, the users’ 
medical records can be transferred to hospitals through the 
blockchain. When the transfers are successful between two 
hospitals, the original blockchain no longer keeps users’ 
information. The network models are shown in Figure 2.

3.2 Scheme of PSSOA
3.2.1 Entity Objects Involved

Users (blockchain account): The scheme consists of a set 
of users. There are no connections between different users. 
Each user has a mobile device, a unique identity identifier IDu 
and a password pswu. The users need to request authentication 
tokens from the identity servers. In this scheme, the users’ 
passwords are unique and the users’ authentication tokens are 
stored in the mobile device that the users use to access.
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Identity servers (consensus node): The schemes contain 
a set of identity servers, which denote as {IS1, IS2,..., ISn,}. 
The identity servers verify the users by checking whether the 
users have the correct password.

Application servers (local database): Application servers 
are under the jurisdiction of the mobile service provider. 
They authenticate users with identity servers. If the users are 
authenticated, the mobile services can be requested from the 

application servers.
3.2.2 Users Authentication Process

Identity authentication is mainly performed when users go 
to the hospital for medical treatment. A blockchain account 
IDu needs to be created on the corresponding blockchain. The 
specific process of identity authentication is shown in Figure 
3. Identity authentication includes registration and identity 
authentication processes:

Application servers

Users’token

Identity servers

Identity

Secret Credential

Identity
Password

Computing

Secret Credential

Identity
Password

Computing

Secret Credential

Secure Channel

Public Channel

Identity
Credential

Validate credential
Generate AutToken

Identity
Secret Credential

AuToken

AuToken1
AuToken2
……
AuTokent

The total is t

User

User

TokenServices ...Registration 

Authentication

Figure 3. The process of PSSOA

Registration. During this stage, master keys are shared 
by identity servers share in a (t, n)-threshold method, and 
every identity server has a master key share. Users generate 
an identity IDu and a unique password pswu to register. Based 
on pswu , users calculate secret credentials for subsequent 
authentication. After this stage, every identity server 
maintains IDu and corresponding credentials, and users need 
to remember their passwords for subsequent authentication. 
In this stage, secure channels are built between the users’ 
mobile device and every identity server with protocols.

Authentication. The credential is first calculated by 
users, then the identity and credential are sent to the identity 
server by mobile device. Credentials are checked for validity 
by each identity server. If the check is successful, the 
authentication token shares generated by identity servers 
with their master secret shares and send them to users. After 
receiving authentication token shares whose number is the 
threshold, valid authentication tokens can be reconstructed. 
The users can request mobile services with these tokens 
from the mobile application servers that store the public 
parameters.

Program process:
Stage 1: Registration. System parameters are generated 

and the users register with the identity servers.
Setup. We define a set of system parameter SP. The 

description of SP is shown in Table 1. 
MasterKeyGen. The identity servers ISi use the public 

parameters to generate master secret share mski by executing 
protocols. As shown in Algorithm 1, where the master key 
denotes as msk, the corresponding public master key denotes 
as PMSK, ISi’s the master key share denotes as mski, and the 
corresponding public master key share denotes as PMSKi.

Table 1. Notation for scheme
Notation Description
  Security parameter
 p Order
 P Generator
 G Additive group
 Gr Multiplicative group
 e  Bilinear mapping pair
 , ,h H Hash function
 PRF Pseudorandom function
 Enc Symmetric-key encryption algorithm
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 θ The upper limit of authentication token requests 

	 σ The upper limit of the user’s failure to authenti-
cate to the identity servers

 t Threshold
 n The number of identity servers

Algorithm 1. Distributed secret sharing protocol
Require: Security parameter  , identity servers’ indexes {1, 
..., n}, threshold number t, the index i of indentity server 
who executes this algorithm.
Ensure: Identity servers share a secret msk and correspond-
ing public key PMSK;
For i = 1, 2, ..., n,  ISi calculates a secret share mski and the 
corresponding public share PMSKi.

1. ISi chooses *
,0i pc Z∈  randomly and a polynomial  fi(x) = 

ci,0 + ci,1x + ... +ci,t−1x
t−1 over Zp with degree at most t − 1 such 

that  fi(0) = ci,0 ;
2. For  ∈  = 1, 2, ..., t −1, ISi sends  ci,0P  and  cϵ,0P  to all 
other identity servers. ISi  sends  fi(j)  secretly to  ISj  for  j = 1, 
2, ..., n ;  j ≠ i
3. After receiving  fi(i) from ISj ( j ∈  [1, n], j ≠ i ), ISi verfies 

( ) 1

0

t
j jf i P i c Pγ

γγ

−

=
= ⋅∑ . If the verification fails, ISi rejects;

4. ISi calculates the secret share ( )
1

n
imsk f iγγ =
=∑ , the 

public share PMSKi = mskiP;

5. ISi  calculates public key ,01

n
ii

PMSK c P
=

=∑ , securely 

stores mski, maintains {PMSK1, PMSK2, ..., PMSKn}, and 
deletes other values generated above.

6. Here, the secret key ,01

n
ii

msk c
=

=∑  is distributed to all 

identity servers but does not appear explicitly in the scheme.

Registration: The process of the user register in the 
identity server is as follows:

1) U generates IDu and unique password pswu. U chooses 
*
pr Z∈  randomly, calculates ( )'

u upsw rH psw= , and sends 
'( , )u uID psw  to all  ISi .

2) The ISi first checks if the IDu already exists in local 
database. If the IDu already exists, the ISi informs the U and 
states that the IDu already exists; otherwise, the ISi stores the 
IDu and determines the U’s group number. We assume that 
the U is the first member in the group, and the ISi needs to 
generate a new server-side key.

3) With distributed key share protocol, ISi generates the 
server-side key share. The protocol is shown in Algorithm 1, 
where  ci,0 , ci,1 , ... , ci,t−1  is selected newly. It’s different from 
generating the master key share, server-side key denotes as 
sdk , corresponding public server-side key denotes as SDPK, 
ISi’s server-side key share denotes as sdki, and corresponding 
public server-side share denotes as SDPKi.

4) ISi calculates ' '
i i usdk pswδ = ⋅ , and send it to U.

5) U check the validity of '
iδ  as follows:

              ' '( , ) ( , ).i u ie P e psw SDPKδ = (1)

After  rece iv ing  t  va l id  s igna ture  (denoted  by 

{ }' ' '
1 2, , , tδ δ δ ), U calculates as follows:

              
1 ,

.
l t l

l
lη

η

ω
η

≤ ≤ ≠

=
−∏      (2)

              1 '

1

.
t

u r η η
η

δ ω δ−

=

= ∑ (3)

U verifies the correctness of	δu as follows:

 ( ) ( )( ), , .u ue P e H psw SDPKδ = (4)

Here, based on Lanrange interpolation, δu = sdkH(pswu) is 
a signature of  pswu under the server-side key sdk , which is 
generated with a BLS signature.

6) U calculates a server-derived password sdpu as follows:

              ( )( ), .u u usdp PRF h pswδ= (5)

7) U calculates ( )i usdp sdp i=   , send sdpi to ISi .
8) ISi stores sdpi , and start two counters θu= 0 and σu = 0.
9) U deletes δu , r , sdpu , sdpi ; ISi deletes '

iδ , securely 
stores  IDu , sdpi , sdki , θu , δu , for subsequent authentication 
of the U.

10) For other users in the same group, the ISi generates 
signatures with sdki . For the first user in a different group, 
identity servers repeat the above steps to generate a new 
server-side key share for it.

After this stage, users need to remember their password 
to authenticate.

Stage 2: Login. The users request authentication tokens 
from the identity servers. Without identity servers’ assistance, 
U will not be able to calculate the server-derived password 
sdpu .Without sdpu , U cannot calculate the authentication 
credential sdp1 , sdp2, ..., sdpn through the authentication 
of the identity server. Therefore, during the login stage, U 
interacts with the identity servers to retrieve sdpu . Then, 
U calculates the credentials to identify himself. When 
authenticated, the identity servers will send authentication 
token shares to U.

Step 1: Retrieve the password  sdpu  derived by the server.
Retrieve.
1) U inputs password pswu , chooses *

pZα ∈  randomly, 

calculate ( )'
u upsw H pswα= ⋅ , U sends '{ , }u uID psw  to ISi .

2) After receiving IDu , ISi checks θu ≤ θ  and σu ≤	σ , it 
aborts if the check fails; if the check is successful, it retrieves 
the corresponding server-side key share sdkj , calculates 
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' '
i i usdk pswδ = ⋅ ,  θ u i nc reases  by  1 ,  chooses  *

i pr Z∈  

randomly, sends '{ , }i irδ  to U.

3) After receiving { }' ,i irδ , U verifies its validity as 

follows:

              ( ) ( )' ', , .i u ie P e psw SDPKδ = (6)

If the check fails, U will be rejected.
4) After receiving t  valid signature (denoted by 

{ }' ' '
1 2, , , tδ δ δ

) ,  U conpu te s  
1 ,k l t l k

l
l k

ξ
≤ ≤ ≠

=
−∏  and 

1 '

1

t

u k k
k

δ α ξ δ−

=

= ∑ . U verifies the correctness of δu by checking 

e(δu, P) = e(H(pswu), SDPK) .
5) U deletes psw'

u, α, δ'
i ; ISi deletes psw'

u.
Step 2: Authentication and generation of authentication 

tokens.
Authentication: U is authenticated by the authentication 

server and requests an authentication token.
1 )  U  c a l c u l a t e s  s d p u  =  P R F ( h (δ u ,  p s w u)  a n d 

( )i usdp sdp i=   , send  EncSDPi = Enc ( sdpi, ri )  to ISi .
2) After receiving EncSDPi , ISi decrypt EncSDPi and 

obtain ri . If decryption fails or ri is different from ri  that 
is sent before, the ISi aborts and increases s σu by 1; if 
decryption is successful, the ISi calculates Aui = mski · H( 
Token ), where Token represents a message that may contain 
information and attributes of U, an expiration time, a 
property with controlled access strategy, and other supporting 
information. ISi calculates EncAuTokeni = Enc (sdpi, Aui || 
Token), send  EncAuTokeni  to U.

3) After receiving EAuTokeni , U decrypt it and obtain Aui 
and Token. U verifies the validity of Aui by checking e ( Aui, 
P ) = e (H (Token), PMSKi)  if the check fails, it rejects.

4) After receiving t number of valid signatures (denoted 

by {Au1, Au2, ..., Aut} ), U calculates 
1 ,v t v

X
vε ε

ε
ε≤ ≤ ≠

=
−∏

and
1

t
u v vv

Au X Au
=

=∑ . U verifies the correctness of Auu by 

checking e ( Auu, P ) = e (H (Token), PMSK) .
5) U deletes sdpu, sdpi, EncSDPi, ri, Aui, EncAuTokeni ; ISi 

deletes EncSDPi, ri, Aui, EAuTokeni .
6) AuTokenu ={Token, Auu } as U’s authentication token.
Stage 3: Key Update. Every identity server updates its 

master secret shares to resist the leakage of the shares. The 
update of the master secret shares is performed only once in 
an epoch.

UpdateShare. For every ISi , at the end of an epoch, it 
performs the update operation and updates master secret 
share, the process is as follows.

1) ISi chooses a polynomial li(x) = di,1x +di,2x
2 + ... 

+di,t−1x
t−1 over Zp with degree at most t − 1 randomly.

2) For ϵ = 1, 2, ..., t − 1, ISi send bi,ϵP to all identity 
servers. ISi send  li (j)modp to ISj ( j = 1, 2, ..., n; j ≠ i ) 

secretly.
3) After receiving lj (i), ISi  check as follows:

              ( )
1

1

.
t

j jl i P i b Pγ
γ

γ

−

=

=∑ (7)

If the check fails, it aborts.
4) ISi calculates a new master key share '

imsk  as follows:

              '

1

( ).
n

i i j
j

msk msk l i
=

= +∑ (8)

The cor responding  publ ic  mas te r  secre t  share  i s 
' '
i iPMSK msk P= .

5) ISi deletes li (x), di,ϵ , li (j), mski .
Finally, ISi reset  θu  and  σu . A new epoch begins.

3.1.3 Correctness Proof
Proof. Master secret key is constant.

    ( )
1

0 .
n

ii
msk f

=
=∑ (9)

Assume the updated master secret is as follow:

    ( )' '
1

0 .
n

ii
msk f

=
=∑       (10)

Because:

    ( ) ( ) ( )' .i i if x f x l x= + (11)

So:

    '

1 1

' (0) (0) (0).
n n

i i i
i i

msk f f l
= =

= = +∑ ∑ (12)

As described above:

    (0) 0.il = (13)

So, we can get:

     ( ) ( ) ( )' '
1 1

0 0 0
n n

i i ii i
msk f f l

= =
= = +∑ ∑

                      ( )
1

0 .
n

ii
f msk

=
= =∑ (14)

In conclusion, identity servers only update its master scret 
share. The master secret key is constant.
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4  Performance Evaluation

We implement of our scheme by use C++ language 
and version 5.6.1 of MIRACL library. Users execute the 
algorithm, all the experiments are conducted on a smartphone 
(HUAWEI MATE 20) with Android 9.0 system, a Kirin 
980 CPU with memory 6 GB. Identity servers execute the 

algorithms, all the experiments are conducted on a desktop 
with Intel Core i7-12700 CPU and the clock rate is 4.90GHz 
and the memory is 32.00 GB. 

The schematic diagram of our proposed scheme is shown 
in Figure 4. We use functions to illustrate the implementation 
process of the scheme. To make the specification clearer, we 
define a set of notations. This is shown in Table 2.

Figure 4. The process of scheme implementation

Table 2. Notation for operations

Notation Description
 U.

.U

Function with 
U

U

 IS.
.IS

Function with 
IS

IS

 Sec() Function in Algorithm 1

 Ran() Random function

 AggSig() Aggregate signature

 Ren() Key update function
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4.1 Storage Overhead
In our scheme, users need to remember their identity and 

password. Users can authenticate with unique informations. 
The users  request  authent icat ion tokens f rom the 
authentication servers. As a result, users can deploy system 
functions easily.

We pay more attention to storage overhead in the identity 
server. We represent the storage overhead of the identity 
server in our scheme in Figure 5 and compare it with PASTA 
in ICPDS. Through comparison, we find that our proposed 
scheme can reduce storage overhead by about 45%. Because 
in PASTA with ICPDS, different users’ server-side keys are 
different, which brings heavy storage overhead to the system. 
In our scheme, a hybrid mechanism is used in our scheme to 
solve this problem. The identity servers only need to maintain 
server-side keys for every group of users, which reduce 
the storage overhead of the system greatly and save lots of 
storage costs.

Figure 5. Comparison of storage overhead on the identity 
server

4.2 Communication Overhead
Our proposed scheme cal ls  for  four  rounds of 

communication between user and identity server. In 
contrast, the PASTA scheme calls for only two rounds of 
communication. But the extra two rounds of communication 
in our scheme ensures that the identity server can get the 
authentication result. During the registration process, the 
communication cost on the user side of our scheme is the 
same as PASTA.

In Figure 6, we show the communication cost of our 
p roposed  scheme  and  the  PASTA scheme  in  the 
authentication stage. Compared with PASTA, our scheme 
brings more communication costs to users. The users need to 
communicate with identity servers in the first two rounds of 
communication. It can ensure the synchronization ofidentity 
servers. Only in this way, the total number of authentication 
requests made by users on identity server is the same. In 
PASTA, this synchronization is not unnecessary. Users only 
need to communicate with t  identity servers. In this way, 
identity servers in PASTA should assume heavy storage costs 

to guarantee security. With the proliferation of smartphones, 
the additional communication cost is acceptable. During the 
authentication stage of our proposed scheme, there is no need 
for identity servers to communication with each other. The 
communication cost on every identity server is constant.

Figure 6. Communication Overhead on the user

4.3 Computation Overhead
We analyze the effificiency of our scheme by counting 

the number of the point multiplication operation in both G, 
the exponentiation in Gr, bilinear pairing operation required 
in each stage, point addition, integer multiplication, hashing, 
etc. The description of notations are as shown in Table 3. To 
show the computational effificiency of our proposed scheme, 
we compare the new scheme with PASTA schemes, where 
the scheme of CPDS is used to the platform environment.

Table 3. Notation for operations
Notation Description
TPGT Time of calculating pairing 

e

e
TMG Time of multiplication in 

G

G
TEnc TEnc

Time of symmetric-key encryption
TDec TDec

Time of symmetric-key decryption
TAG Time of group operation in G
THG Time to hash a value into G
TMZp

Time of multiplication in Zp

THZp
Time to hash a value into Zp

TAZp
Time of addition in Zp

TCPRF Time of calculating a PRF PRF(.)

During the authentication stage of the mobile client, the 
process of retrieving the server derived password, calculating 
the credentials used for authentication, and calculating the 
authentication token incur a corresponding computational 
cost. Expression for the costs are as follows:
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           ( ) ( )4 4 2 3
TG GuTA t TP t TM= + ⋅ + + ⋅

                  ( )2 3G Gt TA t TH+ ⋅ + + ⋅

                  ( ) ( )2 2 4 4
p pZ Zt TM t TA+ − ⋅ + − ⋅      

                  ( ) ( ) .1 2
pZ PRFt TH t TEnc TDec TC+ + ⋅ + ⋅ + +

(15)

Figure 7. Computation delay on the user

Figure 7 represents the computational latency of the 
authentication stage of the user on different CPU frequencies 
of the smartphone. Computational latency on this insensitive 
smartphone is very low. Specifically, when the identity 
servers whose number is the threshold t = 5, only one 
authentication needs to be completed within 3 seconds and a 
token is obtained for users equipped with smartphones with a 
frequency of 624MHz. Therefore, our proposed scheme has a 
good application scenario in the aspect of mobile users.

During the authentication stage, the identity server side’s 
computational costs are constant, and the corresponding 
computational costs are as follows:

       .
iIS GTA TM TEnc TDec= + +  (16)

During key update stage, identity servers need to calculate 
a new master key share to update the security protection. The 
corresponding computational costs are as follows:

 ( )1
iIS GTR t n TM= − ⋅

          ( )( )1 1 Gn t TA+ − − ⋅

          ( )( )3 2 1
pZn t TM+ − − ⋅

          ( )( ) .1 1
pZn t TA+ − + ⋅

(17)

Figure 8 shows the computational delay when identity 
servers update its master key share. We can conclude that 
when there are 10 identity servers and the threshold t = 10, it 
takes less than 50ms to update the master key share.

According to the efficiency analysis and performance 

evaluation, we can conclude that our proposed schemes 
are more efficient than the PASTA [15] scheme in terms 
of storage overhead. Furthermore, compared with PASTA, 
the authentication between the user and the identity server 
in our proposed scheme requires two additional rounds of 
communication, which brings a slight communication cost 
to the users. However, these additional communication costs 
are mainly to protect our scheme from cryptographic testing. 
These costs also don’t burden current mobile devices with 
a heavy burden. Therefore, in a mobile environment, these 
communication costs are tolerable among mobile users. 
Security analysis and performance evaluation show that 
our proposed scheme can improve security. Our scheme 
has greatly advantages over other schemes in terms of 
performance.

Figure 8. Computation delay on the identity server

5  Security Analysis

5.1 Adversary Malicious Attack
Suppose that the adversaries retrieve the master key 

msk by collecting any t master key shares. However, the 
master key msk share is updated periodically. We prove that 
adversaries that collect master key shares generated in t 
epochs from two different epochs still cannot successfully 
retrieve master key msk, and these collected master key 
shares are denoted as {msk1, msk2, ..., ' '

' ' 1 ' 2, , ,t t tmsk msk mask+ +

'..., }tmsk , (1 < t' < t < n). The master key expression is as 
follows:
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Adversaries retrieve master key msk, The retrieved master 
key expression is as follows:
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Because the adversaries cannot collect ( )jl i , where j = 
1, 2, ..., n, i= tA + 1, tA + 2, ..., t, the adversaries cannot 
calculate msk . The expression is as follows:
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Therefore, our schemes are capable of resisting adversary at-
tacks, and our proposed schemes are secure.

5.2 Malicious User
There are two types of attacks that malicious users may 

perform to compromise the security of our schemes. The first 
attack is to retrieve the victim’s password through an online 
DGA, and the second attack is to authenticate to the identity 
servers by performing an impersonation attack, and then 
obtains the authentication token. In our scheme, we use a rate 
limiting mechanism to limit the number of authentication 
token requests from users in a certain epoch. This makes 
it impossible for malicious users to retrieve the victim’s 
password by performing an online dictionary guessing attack. 
At the same time, the identity servers also need to verify the 
users’ credentials sdpi . Without the password, it is impossible 
to calculate the corresponding credentials correctly. 
Therefore, our schemes are able to defend against malicious 
users’ attacks.

6  Conclusion

In this thesis, we propose a fusion scheme of PSSOA 
and ICPDS. Through the integration of password-based SSO 
authentication schemes, our proposed scheme can solve the 
problem that users cannot easily remember a large number 
of user passwords. We embed the concept of threshold in 
the scheme. Each identity server stores a credential built on 
the users’ server-derived password. This credential is used 
to authenticate the user. In this way, the adversaries cannot 
retrieve the password from the credentials by performing 
an offline DGA. Identity servers update their master secret 
shares termly. The adversaries collect master secret shares 
whose number is the threshold from different epochs. 
The adversaries cannot forge valid authentication tokens 
with master secret shares collected from different epochs. 
Thus, the security of users’ privacy information is ensured. 
We mathematically prove the security of the scheme. We 
also conduct comparative experiments. We have done a 
comprehensive performance evaluation of the program. We 
prove that this schemes provide stronger security guarantees 
than existing schemes. 
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